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■  E X P E R T  S H O T S
Professional photographer Andrew Scriven on pleasures and pitfalls of catching your travels on camera

The best souvenirs to bring home from extraordi-
nary places are evocative images you’ve captured 
on camera yourself. Professional photographer 
Andrew Scriven, who took the exceptional shots 
on these pages, says: “Travelling in a beautiful 
country while improving your photography is a 
wonderful way to spend your time. 

‘It is what I enjoy doing the most – soaking up 
local cultures, enjoying the local environment 
and working on capturing beautiful imagery. For 
me, it is about connection: observing and feeling 
connected to the subject and environment I am in. 

“The camera reminds me to slow down and appre-
ciate where I am, to feel connected to the moment.”

And his hardest challenge?
“Photographing a humpback whale in the Ant-

arctic Ocean was the toughest wildlife photo to 
capture and it is my favourite wildlife picture, too. 
Shooting into water is difficult as you are deal-
ing with reflections and glare. A polarising filter 
helped with that shot.”

Has he any tips to share?
“First and foremost, enjoy it. 
“Head out when conditions are good – early 

morning and evening offer great light; midday 
usually offers most light. Think about the kit you 
are carrying. It is tempting to pack every lens, tri-
pod, monopod, filters etc. Will you need all that?

“It is easier to connect with the environment 

you are in when you are comfortable. I travelled 
Sri Lanka with 30 kilos of camera equipment and 
that was a mistake. I travelled to Yosemite with 
only a Sony A7R, a 24-70mm and a lightweight tri-
pod. By contrast, the experience was wonderful. 

What about using your mobile to capture 
images? “I will often take photos with my Sony 
Xperia Z3 at the same time as photographing with 
my camera. It is easy to use and the quality of the 
pictures is great. 

“There are pitfalls to only taking photos on a 
mobile, though. It is easy to become lazy. Looking 
through a camera viewfinder encourages you to 
stop, assess the whole picture and frame it ac-
cordingly. Playing with depth of field and shutter 
speed is part of the creative process and at the 
moment mobile phones are limited on that front.

“Be respectful of the subject you are photo-
graphing. And finally, think outside the box – chal-
lenge yourself to take pictures that others may not 
have thought of taking.’
■ Andrew offers monthly six-hour workshops in Lon-
don, aimed at those with an SLR camera who want to 
develop their knowledge and skills. The class is limited 
to 10 people and costs £150pp (€203). He also offers 
private tuition, four hours for £300 (€407) and leads 
bespoke one- or two-week photography expeditions. 
Photography is available mounted and signed; more 
information on andrewscriven.co.uk 
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40 Antarctica
Where? I took this at 3pm on the  
Antarctic Peninsula. It looked to me  
like the penguins were preparing to 
board the ship. 
Picture Perfect This was an easy  
shot to take. The light was good,  
the ship looked beautiful and the  
penguins had congregated en masse. 
How? For information on Antarctica 
tour operators, visit iaato.org 

“The light was good, the ship looked beautiful 
and the penguins had congregated en masse”
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         INSPIRED PHOTOGRAPHY
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41 Svalbard, Norway
Where? This photograph was taken on 
the east shores of Svalbard in the Arctic 
Ocean in August 2014. It was 4pm.  
Photographing polar bears is problemat-
ic. You don’t want to get too close. They 
are incredibly powerful predators who 
move very fast across snow and ice. 
Picture Perfect This was taken from a 
boat some way away, with a Sony Alpha 
99 and a 500m, 4.0 lens. It can be hard 
to correct exposure against the snow. He 
stared at us before rolling over. He seemed 
very relaxed. We spent about 10 minutes 
with this bear before he walked away.
How? visitnorway.com 

“ He stared at us before rolling over. He seemed very relaxed.  
We spent about 10 minutes with this bear before he walked away”
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